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ABSTRACT 

An advanced once-through thorium fuel cycle for the innovative reactor concept, termed the 

pressure tube light water reactor with variable moderator control (PTVM LWR), is proposed. The 

PTVM LWR makes use of a seed-blanket geometry, whereby the core is divided into separated 

regions of thorium fuel channel assemblies (blanket) and low-enriched uranium fuel channel 

assemblies (seed). A novel fuel management scheme based on two separate fuel flow routes (i.e., 

seed route and blanket route) is proposed and analyzed. Neutronic analysis indicates that the novel 

scheme has the potential to utilize both seed and blanket in an efficient manner. 
 

Keywords: pressure tube reactor, “breed & burn”, moderator variation, seed-blanket geometry, 

once-through thorium fuel cycle 

INTRODUCTION AND A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PTVM LWR CONCEPT 

An innovative light water reactor concept that can efficiently utilize thorium fuel in a once-through 

mode has emerged recently based on an idea of “breed & burn” mode of operation. The novel 

concept, named the PTVM LWR [1] is a horizontal pressure tube type reactor in which the “breed 

& burn” mode of operation is implemented by a dynamic variation of the moderator content in the 

core. The PTVM LWR is derived from the advanced CANDU reactor (ACR-1000) design [2]. It 

retains the basic ACR-1000 design features while incorporating some modifications and novel 

features that make its operation and performance unique and outstanding. First, the space between 

the fuel channel assemblies, which is surrounded by the calandria tank (620 cm in diameter), 

contains a low pressure gas instead of heavy water moderator. Second, the calandria tank is 

surrounded by a 50 cm-thick and 25 cm-thick graphite reflector in the radial and horizontal 

direction, respectively. Finally, the fuel channel assembly, which is the basic unit of the PTVM 

LWR design, features an additional/external tube (designated as moderator tube) connected to a 

separate light water moderator management system. The moderator management system is 

designed to vary the moderator tube content from “dry” (gas) to “flooded” (light water filled). The 

novel PTVM LWR fuel channel assembly is presented schematically in Fig. 1. The fuel channel 

assemblies are arranged in the core in a hexagonal lattice with a pitch of 24 cm. The total number 

of the fuel channel assemblies can be varied according to the desired core power. Unlike the ACR-

1000, the PTVM LWR design adopts standard multi-batch fuel management, i.e., refueling 

operation at depressurized core (cold, zero power), instead of on-line refueling. 

The dynamic variation of the moderator is a very important feature of the PTVM LWR concept. 

The moderator variation results in a neutron spectral shift, which allows the implementation of the 

“breed & burn” mode and, therefore, provides an option to burn the nuclear fuel more efficiently. 

The “breed & burn” mode is implemented by keeping the moderator tube empty (“dry,” i.e., filled 

with gas) during the “breed” part of the fuel depletion and subsequently introducing the moderator 

by “flooding” the moderator tube for the “burn” part. The basic philosophy adhered to in the 

PTVM LWR is to flood, each time step during the core power production, only the moderator 

tubes of a collection of fuel channel assemblies required for maintaining the core in a critical state. 



 

 

 

This manner of on-power stepwise moderator addition is employed to emphasize the “breed & 

burn” mode of operation and provide the core with a method for long term reactivity control. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the PTVM LWR fuel channel assembly design 

 

The “breed & burn” mode of operation makes the PTVM LWR an ideal and attractive system for 

utilizing thorium fuel in a once-through mode. The “breed & burn” mode can emphasize the in-situ 

generation as well as incineration of 
233

U, which are the basic foundations of the once-through 

thorium fuel cycle. This paper assesses the potential benefits of the once-through thorium fuel 

cycle operating in a “breed & burn” mode. Section 2 gives a brief description of the PTVM LWR 

seed-blanket core design and discusses the fuel in-core management scheme. Then, the analysis 

methodology that was used to assess the feasibility of the once-through thorium fuel cycle for the 

PTVM LWR concept is described in Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 present the results of a 2D 

single fuel channel assembly and 3D full core analysis, respectively. Finally, the main conclusions 

are given in Section 6. 

FUEL MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATION 

The once-through thorium fuel cycle is employed in a 3310 MWth PTVM LWR core, consisting of 

540 novel fuel channel assemblies seated in a seed-blanket arrangement [3]. The core is divided 

into five separated regions: three regions of UO2 fuel, known as seed regions, (60% of the core) 

and two regions of (Th-U)O2 fuel, known as blanket regions (40% of the core). Each region 

consists of 108 fuel channel assemblies. The core loading pattern is shown in Fig. 2. 

A novel fuel in-core management scheme based on two separate fuel flow routes (i.e., seed route 

and blanket route) is employed. The seed regions are reshuffled and reloaded according to a 3-

batch in-core fuel management scheme while the blanket batches are periodically reshuffled 

(interchanged) between the inner and outer blanket regions. The blanket batches are interchanged 

to even their accumulated burnup. For reasons of fuel economy, the blanket in-core residence time 

should be quite long. As a first design option, the target discharge burnup of the blanket batches is 

set to be about 60 GWd/MT HM. 

In order to keep the core critical and supply neutrons to the blanket, in each reloaded cycle one 

third of the seed is replaced by a fresh seed batch. Due to their relatively short in-core residence 

time, the seed batches are discharged with an insufficient accumulated burnup. This fact can be a 

strong drawback from fuel economy point of view. In order to overcome this drawback and 

improve the seed utilization, it is desired to return the discharged seed batches into the core for 

additional “post-burn” cycles. Therefore, it is suggested to divide the considered fuel in-core 

management scheme into two distinct periods: 1) a Th-U period, which is based on separate seed 

and blanket fuel flow routes (as described), and 2) an all-U period, which is based only on seed 

fuel management, involving “post-burn” of the discharged seed batches. 
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Fig. 2: PTVM LWR core design: seed-blanket loading pattern (Th-U period) 

 

The duration of the Th-U period is chosen as the duration of the in-core residence time required for 

the blanket batches to achieve the desired discharge burnup. Following the blanket in-core 

residence time (end of the Th-U period), the blanket batches are discharged and the core is 

rearranged to host the discharged seed batches for additional “post-burn” (all-U period). The main 

design idea of the all-U period is that each of the seed batches will reside in the core for a total of 4 

reloaded cycles. Thus, the 3-batch seed fuel management, applied in the Th-U period, is upgraded 

to a 4-batch seed fuel management scheme. The remaining region is used to host, each reloaded 

cycle, one of the discharged seed batches for additional “post-burn”. The core loading pattern for 

the all-U period is shown in Table 1. The duration of the all-U period is dependent on the number 

of discharged seed batches accumulated in the fuel storage during the Th-U period. Following the 

all-U period, the Th-U period begins again. 

Table 1: Seed UO2 fuel loading pattern (all-U period) 

Region No. 5 Twice-burned seed batch  

Region No. 4 Once-burned seed batch 

Region No. 3 Seed batch from previous cycle (Thrice-burned batch) – “Post-burn” 

Region No. 2 Fresh seed batch 

Region No. 1 Thrice-burned seed batch 
 

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

The neutronic analysis of the proposed once-through thorium fuel cycle design was performed 

using the BGCore computer code [4]. The BGCore code couples MCNP with independently 

developed fuel depletion and decay module, which is based on JEFF-3.1 evaluated data files. The 

MCNP (version 4C) code [5], which performs the neutronic calculations in the BGCore code, is 

well suited method for the complex geometry of the mixed spectrum PTVM LWR core design. The 

BGCore was verified through a series of code-to-code benchmark simulations for thermal and fast 
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spectrum lattices [4] [6]. The applicability of the BGCore code for the analysis of thorium-based 

fuel cycles for LWRs was demonstrated in a number of studies [7] [8]. In order to simulate the on-

power stepwise moderator addition in the PTVM LWR core, the BGCore code features some new 

subroutines that have the ability to change automatically the moderator content during the fuel 

depletion calculations. 

The once-through thorium fuel cycle design was analyzed on two levels: 1) two-dimensional (2D) 

single fuel channel assembly and 2) three-dimensional (3D) whole-core level. The first level 

analysis (2D) is aimed at demonstrating the potential benefits of a thorium-based fuel channel 

assembly operating in a “breed & burn” mode. The primary emphasis of the second level analysis 

(3D) is placed on assessing the applicability of the proposed novel fuel in-core management 

scheme for the PTVM LWR design. 

FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLY ANALYSIS 

An insight into the “breed & burn” processes in a thorium fuel channel can be provided through the 

analysis of a single fuel channel assembly [3]. As mentioned above, the essence of the PTVM 

LWR fuel channel assembly design is that its moderator tube can be set in one of two possible 

states: 1) “dry”, i.e. filled with gas, or 2) “flooded”, i.e. filled with light water. In a dry state, the 

assembly H/HM ratio has a low value of 2.18 and maximum conversion of the fertile 
232

Th into the 

fissile 
233

U is achieved. In a flooded state, the assembly has an optimum H/HM ratio value of 4.19. 

This value was optimized, in the previous study [1], to achieve maximum increase in the assembly 

reactivity and associated additional power generation. 

In order to demonstrate the effect of the moderator variation on the reactivity and “breed & burn” 

processes, a series of burnup calculations were performed for a 2D single thorium-based fuel 

channel assembly model. The thorium-based fuel, chosen for this study, is composed of 90vol% of 

ThO2 and 10vol% of 20wt% enriched UO2. The UO2 is added to generate power and “denature” 

the 
233

U bred within the fuel. The burnup calculations were carried out by simulating the fuel 

depletion in two parts: 

1. the breed part, which was carried out with an empty moderator tube, and 

2. the burn part, which was initiated by filling the moderator tube with light water at a selected 

burnup point (for demonstration purpose, the flooding was initiated at the point where k-

inf has the highest value of about 0.868). 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: k-inf as a function of time and burnup in a 

thorium fuel channel assembly 
 

Fig. 4: FIR as a function of time and burnup in a 

thorium fuel channel assembly 

Fig. 3 presents the behavior of the fuel channel assembly k-inf as a function of time and burnup. 

The novel mode of operation (B&B channel curve) is demonstrated as a comparison of dry and 
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flooded channels. It can be seen that an addition of moderator (into the moderator tube), at the 

chosen burnup point (k-inf = 0.868), results in a k-inf increase of about 6.4%. 

The “breed & burn” performances can be defined by terms of fissile inventory ratio. The fissile 

inventory ratio (FIR) is simply the ratio of instantaneous to initial fissile nuclide inventory. Fig. 4 

presents the FIR in the fuel channel assembly as a function of time and burnup. The FIR provides a 

direct indication on the fertile to fissile nuclides conversion performance. It can be observed that 

during the breed part, the fissile nuclides are accumulated quite fast within the fuel and therefore 

the FIR increases to values greater than unity. By “flooding” the moderator tube (burn part), the 

neutron spectrum becomes softer, incineration of the bred fissile nuclides is achieved and the FIR 

decreases. However, it should be noted that the FIR does not sharply degrade with burnup but only 

slowly decreases, tending to a FIR value of 0.8. Hereby, it can be concluded that the thorium fuel 

can be utilized very efficiently in a fuel channel assembly operating in a “breed & burn” mode. 

FULL CORE ANALYSIS 

In order to assess the feasibility of the proposed novel fuel in-core management scheme, a detailed 

3D full core model with on-line stepwise moderator addition was analyzed [3]. As mentioned 

above, the novel fuel in-core management is composed of two designated periods: the Th-U period 

and the all-U period. The core analysis starts with the Th-U period. The core loading pattern for 

this period is shown in Fig. 2. At the beginning of life (fresh core), the 
235

U enrichments in the UO2 

seed batches are 5.5wt%, 4.0wt% and 3.0wt% for the fresh, once, twice-burned fuel, respectively. 

The (Th-U)O2 blanket batches fuel are consisted of 90vol% of ThO2 and 10vol% of 20wt% 

enriched UO2. The Th-U period was simulated over 6 UO2 seed batch reload cycles, which is about 

the in-core residence time needed for the blankets to achieve the desired discharge burnup. 

Typically for a PTVM LWR, the core power production starts with a fresh dry core (all fuel 

channel assemblies are in a dry state). At the point where k-eff is about 1.00, the core reactivity is 

augmented by a successive on-power flooding of a single ring of fuel channel assemblies. The 

successive channel flooding is continued “out-in”, i.e. starting with ring 14 and inwards, until the 

whole core is flooded. Next, the core is shut down, and the fuel is reloaded and reshuffled. At each 

fuel reload, the core moderator content is kept to a minimum. The fuel channel assemblies 

positioned in ring 14, 13 and 12 are kept flooded while the rest are drained out (kept in a dry state). 

Then, the power production starts and continues until k-eff=1.00, when successive ring flooding is 

initiated again (starting with ring 11 and inwards). The behavior of the core k-eff during the Th-U 

period (6 reload cycles) is presented as a function of time in Fig. 5. The k-eff curve shape reflects 

the addition of the moderator in a specific ring of channels at the moment where k-eff is reaching 

the value of about 1.00.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Core k-eff as a function of time (Th-U period)  Fig. 6: Core k-eff as a function of time (all-U period) 
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burnp of 55.46 GWd/MT HM, and sent to the fuel storage. The blanket batches obtained a 

remarkable fuel utilization value of approximately 12 GWd/MT NU. On the other hand, the seed 

batches are not fully utilized. The accumulated burnup and the corresponding fuel utilization of the 

5.5wt% enriched UO2 fuel batches are only about 47.53 GWd/MT HM and 4.17 GWd/MT NU on 

the average, respectively. In order to enhance the fuel utilization of the discharged seed batches, 

each of them is re-inserted into the core for additional “post-burn” cycle. This period is designated 

as the all-U period. 

The all-U period was simulated for a total of 5 reload cycles as the number of the discharged seed 

batches accumulated in the fuel storage. Note that at the end of cycle 6, no seed batch is discharged 

but only the blanket batches that have reached their target accumulated burnup. The fuel loading 

for the all-U period is shown in Table 1. The seed batches from cycle 6 are rearranged in a 4-batch 

in-core fuel management pattern (hosted in regions No. 1, 2, 4 and 5). The middle region (region 

No. 3) is used to host the seed batches, which were discharged during the Th-U period, for an 

additional “post-burn” cycle. The behavior of the core k-eff during the all-U period is presented as 

a function of time in Fig. 6. The all-U period lasts for about 2351 EFPDs. Following an additional 

“post-burn” cycle, the accumulated burnup of the 5.5wt% enriched UO2 fuels is increased to 

approximately 60.54 GWd/MT HM on the average. Consequently, the fuel utilization increases 

from about 4.17 to 5.26 GWd/MT NU. The seed batches, which are loaded into the core during the 

all-U period, reside in the core for 4 reload cycles. The discharged burnup and fuel utilization of 

these batches are about 56.37 GWd/MT HM and 4.95 GWd/MT NU on the average, respectively.  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper demonstrates the feasibility of a once-through thorium fuel cycle for the PTVM LWR 

concept. Novel fuel in-core management composed of two distinct periods (Th-U period and all-U 

period) was proposed and analyzed. The analysis has shown that the proposed fuel in-core 

management scheme has the potential to utilize both seed and blanket in an efficient manner. The 

fuel utilization of the Th-U period (after the post burn of the seed batches) and the all-U period are 

6.36 and 4.95 GWd/MT NU, respectively. While the fuel utilization of the Th-U period increases 

by about 22% compared with LWRs of current technology, the fuel utilization of the all-U period 

does not present any improvement. The global fuel utilization (all-periods) is 5.65 GWd/T NU. 

While the LEU fuelled PTVM LWR showed an improvement of about 15% in comparison with 

LWRs of current technology [1], the global improvement of the Th-U fuelled PTVM LWR is only 

about 9%. 
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